
Greetings esteemed jury members.  
 
Its a privilege for us to share our learning through our Project “Anubhav” meaning 
Experience - Improve ‘Net Promoter Score’ for Axis Bank new customers. 
 
The team named the Project as “Anubhav” as it not only enhanced experience of our 
new customer in Axis channel but it was a memorable experience for all of us as it 
was about creating a cultural and behavioral change in the seller customer 
interaction at the last mile.  
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This is Max Life Overview with our Mission, Vision and Values.  
Our project “Anubhav” is directly linked with our company vision of focusing on Customers and values of 
‘Excellence’ 
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Additionally, Max Life has adopted a ‘Treat Customer Fairly(TCF)’ framework and has a well defined customer 
philosophy.  
 
CLICK 
3 out of 6 focus areas in TCF cater to providing better experience to the onboarding customers. 
Hence, our project was aligned to this framework as well.  
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Max Life has adopted a Customer and Process based Quality philosophy right since its inception in 2001.  
 
Quality initiatives, innovation and excellence journey is integrated in a well defined Max Quality System referred 
as (MQS), ensuring  standardized methodology based on lean and Six Sigma principles. 
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Quality Journey in Max Life commenced by adopting ISO 9000 framework, followed by introduction of Lean and 
Six Sigma in 2005, and since 2007, Max Life adopted a comprehensive Malcom Baldrige based framework, 
thereby creating a deep culture of Quality across the entire organization.  
CLICK  
Net Promoter score(Metric for our project)has been adopted as a key Customer MOS in FY18.  
Max Life focus on quality projects helped us to won laurels in ASQ ITEA as well.  
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In this section we will share how Max Life conducts project planning, identification, prioritization and selection. 
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As a standard practice since 2011, Organization level project planning at Max Life begins in October every 
year, with the commencement of our Annual Strategic Planning Process.  

This is divided into 3 Stages :  
Stage 1, begins with collating data trends and feedback through various sources such as Emerging Local and 
Global trends, Competition analysis, Voice of our key stakeholders  etc. This is an extensive process that takes 6-8 
weeks. 

CLICK  
In Stage 2, after in-depth discussion on the above, the leadership identifies and agrees on “Big shifts” required at 
an Organization level. 

CLICK  
In Stage 3, the focus is primarily on finalizing Organizational priorities and goals (top down) which are then 
cascaded to functional leaders as an input to their functional strategies (bottom up). 
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Our project is linked to 3 out of these 6 priorities of FY19 as highlighted in the slide i.e. Customer Obsession, 
Farming (Cross Selling) and Bancassurance partnership. 
Basis this, the key performance indicators were reviewed and gaps/improvements were identified.   
CLICK  
The parameters that reflect in red and amber are shared with the Quality and Service excellence team as 
potential projects both ‘top down’ (organization level projects) and ‘bottom up’ (functional level projects).  

8 



CLICK  
Max Life has a standard Project Selection Criteria basis which all projects are scored on 4 critical parameters 
namely (1) Strategic Importance, (2) Complexity/ Change management, (3) Customer Impact and (4) Business 
Impact, on a pre-set 5 point rating scale as stated here.  
CLICK  
Basis the scoring, the project methodology is finalized.  
CLICK  
The project list along with the Project Selection Criteria and methodology grid is 
submitted to the Organizational level Project Selection Committee which comprises of 6 members who have 
been assigned this critical task directly from the CEO due to their understanding and expertise on the business.  
The committee meets  
(1) Annually - to select project arising from the Strategic planning process and  
(2) Quarterly - for projects emerging as a result of gaps identified during the year/ regulatory changes etc. 
CLICK  
The outcome of this exercise is the suggested methodology and type for all the projects.  
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CLICK 
The role of each Committee member is explained in detail in Max Quality system (MQS). 
 
CLICK 
For example, the role of the Chief Risk officer is to evaluate the projects from an Organizational Risk perspective 
and to participate in the project Tollgate discussions to review risk and recommend actions. 
 
CLICK 
Similarly, the role of Head Quality and Service Excellence is to evaluate projects from an Organizational level 
Complexity, participate in Tollgate reviews to share learnings from earlier projects and track appropriate 
resource allocation. 
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The need for this project arose during the Organization Planning process held in October every year since 
2011(Refer 1.01) in which Voice of Regulator and Distributor echoed the  
- Need for maintaining transparency while selling the product to the customer 
- Analyzing the need and requirement of the customer before pitching the product 
- Reducing mis selling grievances/complaints 

 
The project was prioritized due to linkage to 3 out of these 6 priorities i.e. Customer Obsession, Farming (Cross 
Selling) and Bancassurance partnership.  
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The Project Selection Committee selected this project as Six sigma black belt by following Max Life standard 
process and linkage with organizations planning agenda , VOC and voice of regulator . 
The data that led to this project being prioritized over others was as follows:  
(1)This project is linked to our core Values of ‘Excellence’ and our Mission and aligned to core priorities of 
FY19(Refer previous slide). In addition, we know through an industry level syndicated study done by Kantar 
IMRB, Purchase is the 1st  & most important moment of truth for a Customer with an organization leading to 
a 62% impact on Customer loyalty. 
(2)Our project was rated high on Complexity and Change management due to increased focus on customer 
protection by Insurance regulator. This made it crucial for both Max Life Insurance and Axis bank to proactively 
address and ensure right pitch to the customer and better experience while onboarding.  
Moreover, this project was cutting across all our key stakeholders: Customer, Insurance regulator, ~4000 Axis 
branches with ~20000 Bank sellers and ~2500 Max Life employees. This was a unique differentiating aspect for 
our project while other projects focused more on internal behavioral change.  
(3)The impact on the customer was significant as if the experience worsens at the start of the customer journey, 
this would lead to loss of trust and negative Word of mouth and even surrender/ lapse of the policy  
(4)Further in terms of Business Impact, Axis bank has the highest contribution in overall Max Life business at 
more than 50%, hence there is a need to maintain competitive advantage over other Life Insurers to 
ensure partnership continuance.  
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NPS i.e. Net Promoter Score is measure of Customer Loyalty at MLI. This is a global metric which is used to 
measure likelihood of the customers to recommend Max Life to friends & relatives captured on a scale of 0 to 10 
where, ‘0’ means ‘not at all likely’ and ‘10’ means ‘extremely likely’. To ensure a neutral mechanism, NPS is 
tracked through an external renowned market research agency ‘Kantar IMRB’ through telephonic interviews.  
 
NPS is calculated as % Promoters - % Detractors  
 
This is measured across 10 touchpoints in Max Life, Purchase touchpoint being one of them.  
For Purchase touchpoint for Axis channel, 120 customers are interviewed monthly who have bought the policy in 
the last 1 month  
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The main Project Goal was Improve NPS (Net Promoter Score) of Purchase touchpoint for Axis bank from 

52 to 58 to result into higher customer loyalty and retention. 
CLICK 
NPS (Net Promoter Score) is in our Organization MOS, tracked at a board level.  
In total, the impact of the project is to the tune of 45% including other MOS parameters like Value of New 
Business and Renewal Premium. 
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It has been established through global researches that NPS has direct impact on business. Promoters buy more, 
stay longer and complaint less. Hence, additional potential benefits for business were identified around these 
aspects i.e. more renewal collections, higher cross sell % and lesser Grievances. 
 
The targets for each of these measures was jointly decided by the team and approved by Sponsor.  
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Other success criteria and assumptions like, project timelines and cross-functional alignment were identified 
along with unintended consequences/potential risk and control measures.  
 
For Example:- Potential risk was Project solutions implementation not leading to meeting the NPS targets. The 
mitigation plan was to identify structural solutions as well for improvement in NPS along with tactical solutions. 
The solutions have been highlighted in 5.01 which are both structural and tactical. For instance, current 
onboarding tool was revamped in improve phase of the project and it was ensured that it is agile, flexible and 
dynamic to counter any unintended consequence and ensure sustenance. 
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Now we begin with section 2 'Project Framework' 
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 This slide and the next contains our overall project framework or charter information.  
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Project Framework Template continues in this slide.  
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To have a clear and common understanding at the project team level, the following concise project statement 
was prepared:-Improve NPS (Net Promoter Score) of Purchase touchpoint for Axis bank from 52 to 58 to result 
into higher customer loyalty and retention 
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Since the team would focus on analyzing reasons for unhappy customers and structurally resolving them to avoid 
reoccurrence, this project qualified under project type of ‘Problem solving’. The project was to be done as a Black 
Belt project using the structured six-sigma DMAIC methodology. (Refer 1.01-1.03)  
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Scope Statement is part of Max Life standard project charter template wherein project boundaries are clearly 
stated. Both, in scope and out of scope activities are populated by the team after discussion and deliberation. 
In this project, Axis Policy Purchase was in scope covering all Axis branches and all products available for Axis 
channel. 
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Comprehensive list of assumptions/expectations, was identified by studying  from 
similar projects archived on Knowledge Management portal, and basis Quality head’s 
inputs who is the custodian for the same (Refer 1.03).   
 
Acceptance of responsibility was taken from the provider’s and documented during 
‘Project kick-off meeting’, held on 3rd Nov’18. 
 
For Example: - Assumption from Marketing was to get support for designing effective 
communication and in implementing initiatives in Improve phase. 
Similarly there was need for data support from the Business Planning and Analytics 
team. 
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CLICK 
Marketing agreed to fulfill the assumption by designing communication series and 
product collaterals, CLICK while Business planning agreed to provide competition 
analysis and structured reports.  
 
Agreement to participate in fortnightly meeting’s, and resource deployment for 
project, confirmed acceptance of responsibility.  
CLICK 
In terms of learning from previous project, in one of the Agency channel projects, 
team failed to place reports requirements, this was countered in our project by pre 
alignment and sharing exact data requirement in one go. 
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Project stages, milestones and success measures were defined and communicated to all stakeholders. (This has 
linkage to 1.06, as timelines are a key factor for driving success measures) 
 
Any deviations were reviewed in toll gate meetings after each phase completion. As per the standard process, 
any changes require Sponsor and Quality heads approval, and is recorded in the toll gate checklist. 
 
Quality Head role in Toll gate reviews includes reviewing earlier projects in the same area and share relevant 
learnings with the project teams during the Tollgate meetings (refer 1.03) 
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There was no financial commitment or budget required for the project as all the resources were available within 
the organization or were directly connected as business partners. Resource requirement plan was made for 
internal as well as external stakeholders and was agreed with the respective parties in Project kick off and with 
the bank in monthly FWG(Functional Work Group) meetings. 
As a process, resource utilization and tracking across multiple projects is a role of the Quality head at Max Life 
(refer 1.03). 
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CLICK 
As a standard practice, risk management is part of our kick-off meeting and Tollgates reviews (refer Kick off 
meeting agenda in 2.04) 
 
CLICK 
The team identified both developing and anticipated risks and mitigation plans with reference to the project. 
Risks were mitigated by using multiple solutions like Proper documentation and archival (Knowledge 
Management). There is significant focus on identifying, preventing and mitigating risk as stated in 1.06.  
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This is a sample of Max Life’s standard risk dashboard. Details blurred due to confidentiality reasons. 
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In this section we will take you through our standard process of identifying and selecting Key stakeholder and 
project team.  
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Team used Standardized approach with the help of SIPOC tool and identified relevant stakeholders who were 
directly or indirectly involved in the process within scope. 
 

In this project, we focused on Policy purchase process. 
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CLICK 
Through SIPOC, we identified 4 internal and 4 external Stakeholders 
CLICK 
After stakeholders were listed by the team, as an Organizational practice they were rated based on their 
influence and level of interest. Rating for these were added to arrive at a score as shown in this slide. This helped 
the team to rank all key stakeholders effectively. 
CLICK 
For the top-ranked stakeholders, for example- Operations team, Axis Bank sellers and Max Life distribution team 
we developed a communication strategy in agreement with them basis their requirement and convenience. 
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Before starting the project, roles, expectations and time dedication for each team member was agreed.  For all Six 
Sigma based improvement projects, Max Life project teams use a standard tool called A-R-M-I. (Approver, 
Resource, Member, Interested party). This tool helped to understand the role of each key stakeholder including 
Sponsor and Champion throughout the project.  
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CLICK The Field Operations Head has primary responsibility of service excellence and project champion of Axis 
channel  
Project Champion’s Vision was shared with the project team during the 1st project kick off meeting. She also 
talked in detail about her role, expectations and support she would extend and it has 15% weightage in her goal 
sheet / KPI (Key performance indicator) and her team. 
CLICK  
Communication plan with clear timelines, expectations, review rhythms was created as suggested by Champion.   
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As part of define phase, we followed a standardized systematic approach for project team selection and skill / 

knowledge mapping which gets reviewed at the time of Tollgates.   
This process has three steps:  
Step 1: Sponsor and Champion helped us in identifying team members from stakeholder groups, basis role and 
subject matter expertise.  

Step 2: We listed the skills and knowledge required for this project.   
Step 3: Then mapped each person basis skills / knowledge already possessed by them, not required in this 
project and training gap identified. 
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Relevant training programs were organized to enhance the knowledge and skills required to make the project 

successful.   
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Clarity of goals, role and common understanding were discussed during Project Kick-off meeting (refer minutes 
of meeting shown in 2.04).  
GRPI (Goals-Roles-Process-Interpersonal Relations) tool was found to be very effective by the team. We used this 
tool in every phase considering the magnitude of the project and the cross functional team involvement. 
Generative team building workshops helped us in solving the interpersonal relations and aligning team members 
towards roles and responsibilities which was low when GRPI was conducted. This helped to create better 
synergies. 
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Team routines established and expectations were communicated during Project Kick-off meeting.  
 
CLICK  
All the meetings were scheduled proactively to ensure maximum participation. Various 
communication modes like emails, skype, whatsApp, SMS and conference calls were adopted as the team was 
spread across different locations. 
All meeting related documentation was placed in Knowledge Management portal for easy access and reference 
incase of need. 
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This section elaborates the Project approach, tools used, Dealing with risk and Stakeholder involvement during 
the project 
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CLICK 

As stated in 2.02, this project qualified as a ‘Problem solving’ Black Belt project that was done using the 
structured Six Sigma DMAIC methodology. 
CLICK 
It comprised of 5 phases as shown in the template : Define, Measure, Analyze, 
Improve and Control. 
CLICK 
At Max Life, a standard ‘Project Charter’ template is used, to officially register and 
begin a project. It contains elements like Project statement, Project scope, Project 
team, goal statement, timelines and these get discussed as part of the project kick-
off meetings, as per the standard process and reviewed during Tollgates. 
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On this and next three slides you will see what tools were used, when the tools were used, and for what the tools 
were used at every phase of Six Sigma DMAIC methodology (refer 4.01) 
 
Max Life has a Standard toolkit under Max Quality System for each project / data type that is referred for all 
project related analysis. 
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This slide shows the tools used during Measure phase. For example, we have used Cause & Effect matrix to 
identify potential causes and FMEA to identify likely failure modes. 
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This slide shows the tools used during Analyze and Improve phase. 
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This slide shows the tools used during Control phase.  
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On this slide and next three slides, you will see the same tools as shown in 4.02 with ‘the output expected’ from 
the tool.  
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Tools used during Measure phase. 
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Similarly, for Analyze and Improve phase 
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And this slide describes the tools used in Control phase. 
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We conducted training need analysis for each member to identify gaps in their knowledge of required DMAIC 
tools, across all 5 phases.  
A 2 days Standard Toolkit training is organized periodically through an external trainer to ensure all running 
project team members are aligned on the required tools knowledge.  
 
The training gaps for each team member was identified by Champion and Quality leader as a regular process 
and basis these gaps, training was recommended.  
 
Along with this, on the job training through Project mentor who was a Master Black Belt was a regular process 
during the project course. 
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Project risk identification is a structured and iterative process of Max Quality System to identify all the internal 
and external factors that may affect planning and implementation of the project.  
Chief Risk officer evaluates the project from an Organizational Risk perspective and participate in the project 
Tollgate discussions to review risk and recommend actions at the time of Measure and Improve Stage. 
 
For external stakeholders like Regulator, the risk identification mechanism is quarterly regulatory meetings by 
our Compliance head.  
 
We maintain repository of all project documents including risks through knowledge management portal. 
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Here are the risks identified during the project phase 
For instance, one of the risk that came up during (pre) FMEA in which Kantar IMRB contract renewal was about to 
expire and there was conflict in the pricing. This was mitigated via price negotiation by Head of Quality. 
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We got resistance in measure and improve stage during GRPI evaluation and in respective meetings.  
 
For example during toll gate review and GRPI score it was identified that the Max Life Distribution team quoted 
‘No incentive for high NPS’ as key resistance. This was resolved by inclusion of customer stories in our yearly 
Customer Obsession WOW stories book. 
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Further, in regards to external stakeholder,  
From Axis Bank, the resistance was whether this project will help reduce the complaints/ mis selling grievances 
by 25%. To this, the sponsor showcased potential benefits of this project to the Axis Bank in the monthly 
Functional Work Groups(FWG) (Refer 1.06). This helped in inclusion of NPS as a key metric in this forum as well, 
which gave an impetus to this project 
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All internal and external stakeholders were involved in the project at different phases.  
 
For example, project team was involved in all phases. Few non team members from Axis bank were involved at 
the time of identifying causes, solutions and in Control phase to replicate the learnings. 
For alignment with regulator, Compliance Head (non team member) helped us with the agreement from 
regulator to implement structural changes. For instance, a solution POSV (Refer 5.01 Improve phase steps) 
journey walkthrough was done with the regulator which was appreciated and a go ahead was given on the same. 
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In section 5, we will walk you through our project journey. 
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Here, we have provided a detailed flow chart highlighting the tools, methods and templates used across the 
Define Phase. It clearly shows how the output of each tool led us to the next logical step during this phase. 
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This is in continuation and now we will elaborate further in the subsequent slides. 
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As per Kantar IMRB Walker model established by a syndicated Life Insurance study done by Kantar IMRB(a leading 
market research agency), Purchase Experience has a 62% impact on Customer loyalty which stresses on the need 
for this project and explains high rating on ‘business impact’ criteria as highlighted in 1.04 - Project 
Selection(Specific) 
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Additionally, Axis NPS for Purchase touchpoint has been lower than Agency at 64. While Agency is a proprietary 
and more controllable channel for Max Life, Axis bank Channel is an external business partner. Hence, it posed a 
happy challenge for us at the start of the project to impact the experience of new customers in this channel.  
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SIPOC was created for ‘Policy Purchase’ process basis which we identified 4 Internal and 4 External stakeholder 
groups.  
 
We then ranked these stakeholder groups on Influence, Interest and Support required for this project using a 
Stakeholder Prioritization Matrix. (refer 3.01). 
 
We picked SMEs (subject matter experts) from each critical stakeholder group forming a cross functional project 
team  
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Team then populated the Project Charter (standard Six Sigma Project Charter 
template as shown in 4.01) with relevant information such as Business Case, Project 
Goal statement, Scope etc. which was then approved by the Project Sponsor, 
Champion & Quality head.  
 
Happy to share that our standard Project Charter has been recognized as a Best 
practice in various quality forums. 
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Post Project Charter approval, Project kick off meeting was done. 
 
Using A-R-M-I tool, roles and responsibilities of each team member including Sponsor and Champion were 
defined. 
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Through Functional Deployment Chart and GEMBA walk, the step by step process was understood along with its 
interlinkages, decision points and handoffs. 
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As a standard process, Tollgate review is mandatory at the end of each phase for a project to move forward which 
is conducted with Sponsor, Champion, Project leader, critical team members and selected Project Selection 
Committee members. 
 
We also conducted GRPI assessment during kick off and then in each subsequent phases of the project, another 
Best practice at Max Life.  
In Kick off, we scored low on role and Interpersonal relationship and rate amber on Role and Process. With team 
working together in the Define phase and understanding the specific roles, there was slight improvement in the 
scores for role & Interpersonal relations.  
 

Generative team building training was conducted to ‘break the ice’ and guide them to work together. 
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In this and next slide, we have explained the Measure phase tools flow & how the output of each tool led us to 
the next logical step. 
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Now we will elaborate this in the following slides. 
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We initiated the Measure phase by collating customer voice through call listening, call backs and verbatim 
analysis. We identified top 3 reasons for low score quoted by Detractors which were more about 
 
1. Policy explanation by the seller,  
2. Clarity in purchase process and  
3. Product knowledge of seller.  
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This was followed by a thorough Brainstorming exercise involving all team members. 
We captured 38 potential causes for low Axis Purchase NPS, categorized into 5 themes. 
CLICK 
Few examples of potential causes are:- 
 
1) Within purchase process theme, ‘Issuance takes time’ 
2) Within Digitization, ‘Lack of simple & on the move digital tool’ 
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Operational definitions for all Xs and Y were laid down to have a common understanding. 
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Using Cause & Effect matrix (X-Y matrix), each team member as a standard Organizational practice ranked all 38 
causes basis their impact i.e. 9 for high, 3 for medium and 1 for low.  
 
15 potential high impact causes (X’s) were prioritized. 
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Team prepared the data collection plan and shared with relevant team for data extraction. 
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Finally, team used FMEA tool to identify process level failure modes with high risk priority numbers. 
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Post Xs prioritization, 6 Quick wins were identified and out of these, 3 shortlisted by the Project Leader and 

Mentor keeping in mind the 5 key parameters– Easy, Fast, Cost Effective, within teams controls and 

Easily reversible. 
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The key quick wins implemented was 

- CTQ visibility in terms of dashboards across zones 

- Weekly governance with East and West where NPS is the lowest 

- Inclusion of NPS metric review in Axis Bank Functional Work Groups 
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This slide highlights the evidence of implementation of Quick Win #1 
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And here is the implementation of Quick Win #2 and #3 
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With these Quick win implementation and driving strong governance rhythm in East & West, we observed a 2 
points improvement in East zone and 3 points improvement in West zone which was statistically validated as 
depicted in the slide.  
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At the end of Measure phase, tollgate review was conducted and GRPI scores were obtained. 
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This and the next 2 slides show the summary of tools used during the Analyze phase. 
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In total 15 steps during this phase to analyze data, both through data door and process door approach. 
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This is continuation of the steps in the analyze phase 
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In this slide and in the next few slides, you will find the hypothesis tests used along with the results for each of the 
15 X’s. We were able to validate 10 out of 15 X’s and there were few myth busters as well. Elaborating one 
example below: 
 
Example: 
With the help of Ordinal Logistic regression, we identified that Policy Explanation by the seller has a statistical 
significant impact on the NPS score for Axis Purchase touchpoint with a p value of <0.05. 
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Seller knowledge and Ability to handle objections have a statistically significant impact on the NPS 
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Need analysis done by the seller was a validated X 
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Detractors insighting was done by calling back 30 detractors to identify the detailed reasons of low NPS score. It 
was observed that mis selling i.e. not being transparent, hiding information from the customers and sharing 
incorrect information while selling was one of the reasons quoted by the customers.  
Hence, this X was validated through Detractor VOC approach. 
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In this phase, we were also able to identify certain myth busters through statistical validation. For instance, it was 
identified  that Seller designation doesn’t have an impact on the NPS/ Experience of the customer which was 
contrast to our belief.  
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Even Policy Dispatch mode i.e. Courier/ Speed Post doesn’t have an impact on NPS. 
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Recency i.e. the time within which the NPS score was captured post the purchase process also impacts the NPS for 
Axis Purchase touchpoint 
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40 Axis sellers were interviewed and detailed insighting done to explore reasons for low NPS Score for Purchase 
touchpoint for Axis channel.  
Basis this, the top reasons contributing to 80% of the reasons were identified through Pareto chart: 
1) Current sales tool (mSales) is not available on mobile and  
2) Lengthy form filling 
3) NPS as a metric is not reviewed regularly  
4) Awareness of NPS is low 
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This is another myth buster 
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Both product type and AFYP didn’t have any statistically significant impact on the NPS score 
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The quality of communication shared with the customer during the purchase journey has an impact on the NPS. 
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Even the time taken to issue the policy impacts the NPS score.  
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Medical process is one of the steps in the Policy purchase process. However, no impact observed on NPS 
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Tollgate review was duly conducted and GRPI scores were obtained 
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Here is flow of Improve phase 
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We initiated this phase by conducting Brain writing along with the project team members to identify possible 
solutions against the 10 validated vital causes.  
39 possible solutions identified for 10 Validated Xs. 
For example, for knowledge of seller, product refreshers, knowledge tests, cheat sheets were discussed as 
solutions. 
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The key solutions prioritized by the team with the help of standard Solution Selection Matrix. Each solution was 
rated on 3 parameters i.e. (1) Expected impact on CTQ, (2) Cost impact and (3) Ease of implementation. 
 
Solutions that had a total score of 140 or above were selected for implementation. 
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The final list of solutions are shown here categorized into themes of People, Process and Technology. 
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Post Champion’s approval, we created a pilot charter to test the selected solutions. 
The employees who were to execute these solutions were trained prior to implementation. 
And then we tested the results, basis which the pilot was deemed successful 
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Post successful pilot results, we validated the solutions with SME’s and stakeholders. We then created the full 
scale solution implementation plan. 
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The final solutions implemented are structural(S) and tactical(T).  
 
These training solutions were aligned with the bank as well and there were resistance noted(Refer 4.06) which 
was sorted by close collaboration between Max Life and Axis Training team.  
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Further, Educatory series on Sell Well to reiterate “Right selling” was initiated. 
Do’s and Don’t were communicated and added as part of training programs. 
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Additionally, Training on Sell Right has been included in seller training and in induction docket 
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Further, NPS awareness web-based training done to instill the customer obsession culture, attended by 100% of 
sellers.  
Post the training, an online assessment ‘Pariksha’ was also done wherein average score attained by the sellers 
was 89% which was a litmus indicator for us.  
NPS module included in the joining deck as well. 
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Apart from training, dedicated communication exercise initiated through mails, whatsapp, concalls etc. to 
reinforce the importance of selling right and NPS.  
Here is a video on ‘Sell Right’ circulated across the channel through Whatsapp 
 
And the right image is about Mr. Lalit Chopra, head Retail Liabilities & IPG talking about zero tolerance to mis-
selling. 
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Here are some more instances of awareness on NPS 
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And here are some more 
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To indirectly cater to customer issue on clarity of the product and reduce the Policy delivery timelines, a concise 
policy document was designed in Dec’18 which was graphical and interactive. Through this, the policy 
document pages were reduced by 50% from 30 pages to 16 pages leading to cost reduction of 40%.  
This is shared with the customers through SMS with bitly link while the hard copy would take time to reach. This 
saved the policy delivery timeline by 2-3 days.  
 
This is one of the initiative which called for support from multiple providers like Marketing (Refer 2.04) who were 
pre aligned while beginning the project.  
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The overall communication journey during purchase was revamped to share policy status at various work steps 
in the purchase journey.  
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A one of a kind initiative in this project was Detractor Close looping process in which Detractors were called back 
within 48 hours of Kantar IMRB call by NPS champions identified across zones with the objective to gauge the 
root cause of the customer grunt and resolve it.  
Within Distribution team, Axis was the first channel to adopt this lucrative exercise and was appreciated in the 
Dec’18 Customer Council by our Executive Management Committee. 
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Governance mechanism laid around this process. Service excellence champions were also recognized who did 
this process well.  
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Technology initiatives included revamping of the current sales tool ‘mApp’ to an advanced version named ‘mPro’. 
The inputs/certain needs for this advancement were identified in the Brainstorming in Measure phase and 
validated through seller insighting in Analyze phase. The tool revamp was initiated during the project phase(in 
Feb’19) and the plan was to launch in June’19.  
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‘App Tracker’ is another technology structural initiative for viewing details and status of application of applied 
policies online. 
This was developed and launched in Feb’19. Almost 10-15% inbound calls/ Emails at the customer service desk 
were diverted to this app tracker.  
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Further, to reduce policy issuance time and ensure correct understanding of the product by customer(indirectly 
catering to mis-selling), digital Verification while selling the policy was introduced. In this Point of Sale 
Verification(POSV), an SMS goes to the customer during policy login with a bitly link which helps confirms policy 
understanding of the customer.  
 
This process helped us to cut the manual Welcome calling effort where POSV was already done and was positive. 
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At the end of Improve phase, tollgate review was conducted and GRPI scores were obtained. 
 
GRPI scores for role dropped from 75% to 63%, as the team that the implementation of solutions would add to 
their work. The champion and Quality leader shared 'what’s in it for them‘ to align the team members. 
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We will now walk through the tools and tool output from the control phase. 
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After the solutions were implemented, various other initiatives were taken to ensure continuity of the changes 
such as:  
 
1. Control chart created to define the upper and lower control limits. 
2. Comprehensive process control system was developed 
3. A web based dashboard was created for real time tracking of NPS 
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RPN score post pilot and full scale implementation, substantially dropped for potential failure modes. 
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Pre-project vs. new Policy Purchase Process was rolled out, highlighting significant 
changes done by process control team. 
 
These processes were documented, approved and included in induction. 
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With all the benefits accrued and acknowledged, certain best practices were even 
replicated across channels basis a Replication plan. For instance, the concise policy 
document and communication journey enhancement.  
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At the end of Control phase, tollgate review was conducted and GRPI scores were obtained which were at 93%. 
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A standard process followed for Solution Validation at Max Life. 
 
We validated all solutions through multiple approaches such as : 
1) Review with Stakeholders in focus group workshop 
2) Pilot Charter and pilot test 
3) FMEA & 2 Sample T test post pilot implementation of solutions 
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We compared FMEA pre and post and observed that RPN value had reduced for all the risks which we have 
identified. 
We conducted pilot in West zone to validate all possible solutions for one month. 
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Pilot roll out results and additional benefit analysis were appreciated by the 
stakeholders, leading to approval for full scale implementation. 
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While the Solutions were validated, they were duly justified as well to ensure we met 
the economics constraints.  

Post Champion approval, we presented the project to the Sponsor and Project 
selection committee for the approval of solutions with an emphasis on the economic 
results. No additional cost incurred in the project, no negative impact on the metrics 
with validation from pilot helped us in justifying the solutions. This allowed us to get 
into full scale implemented stage. 
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Now, here are certain results of the project: 
CLICK 
We are happy to share that NPS has improved from 52 pre project to 63 on project 
closure, it is sustained at 60 as per current Oct FY20. 
CLICK 
Further, Mis selling grievances Incidence rate came down to 50 and as per latest 
numbers it is maintained at 52. 
 
The other success criteria and the counter measures assumed in 1.06 were also 
checked by Champion at this stage.  
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Here are some more benefits which were not anticipated  
Max Life even tracks Relationship NPS which is administered post 3-4 months of policy purchase(New Customers) 
or renewal(Vintage customers). 
Our Relationship NPS for New customers for Axis channel doubled from 18 to 36 on project closure, 
maintained at 36 as on Oct’19 FY20. 
 
Also, our annual partner satisfaction score improved from 68% to 72% from 2018 to 2019.  
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Pre-assessment of risk right at the start and later at every phase helped identify risks 
proactively and action on them.  
 
As a result, we were able to overcome these risks during the project and these did 
not impact the project adversely. 
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We also observed a 3-5% points improvement in all these attribute level scores. 
 
Amidst these results, we received accolades and appreciations from our key 
stakeholders which kept the team spirits high. 
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To ensure the gains are maintained and sustained even after project closure, Pre-
project vs. new Policy Purchase Process was rolled out, highlighting significant 
changes done by process control team. 

These processes were documented, approved and included in induction.(Refer 5.01 
Control Phase) 
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Control chart used to define the control limits and a Control system made and 
communicated for project sustenance 
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Best practices replicated across channels basis a Replication plan (Refer 5.01 control 
phase) 
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With these, we move on to the Project Communication wherein the project completion was communicated 
across the organization(~13000 employees). 
 
Project closure report approved and signed off, shared with all stakeholders 
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As agreed, the monthly dashboard published with current scores. This process is ongoing till date by the NPS 
team.  
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The Project was shortlisted in the Project of the year award held at Max Life every year since 2010 out of 80 
closed projects in FY19. All these shortlisted projects were evaluated by external jury members. 
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Our Project awarded as the Best Black Belt Customer Category. 
The learnings were shared with the organization through a Web chat posted in Max Life Workplace. 
 
The project was then recognized at Max Life Founders day 
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With this we come to the end of our presentation.  
Thank You all for your patience in going through our presentation. 
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